In this paper we analyze the concept of UnControlled Manifold (UCM) 
INTRODUCTION
We explore the behavior through the concept of UCM, the UnControlled Manifold (see section 1.2 for a detailed description), that basically represents a set of kinematics variables that are not controlled by the user being irrelevant for the task performed.
In this work, in particular, the three ball cascade juggling is analyzed. Juggling is a complex task, requiring a range of different skill components. To successfully perform different tricks, the expert juggler must integrate the multiple skill components such as bimanual coordination, procedural organization, perception by touch, eye-hand coordination, balance and postural control.
We will proceed through the following steps. First we will take in account directly the position variables affecting the tasks, taking the kernel of the Jacobian as the UCM linear approximation as done in [8] for a reaching task. Then we will try to proceed backward from joints variables variance to the definition of the controlled variables, we will use a principal component analysis to define the UCM without a prior knowledge of them.
VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
The Light Weight Juggling (LWJ) application allows the user to perform juggling (three ball cascade) in virtual reality [6] . The specific outcome of training with the juggling demonstrator is to provide a non-juggler with the skills required to successfully juggle the three ball cascade and similar level tricks.
The user interacts with the simulated environment through the Pohlemus three dimensional tracker. It is used to get the hand position in real time. It works getting the position and the orientation of two sensors linked to the user hands. The virtual environment consist of a three dimensional representation of Juggling portraying two hands controlled in position by the user and the three balls to be juggled. There is not any kind of haptic feedback. The tosses are triggered by hand acceleration and the catches are triggered by hand position.
THE UNCONTROLLED MANI-FOLD
In order to define the (UCM) [8] concept a set of variables controlled by the nervous system should be identified. These variables may be particular functions of the joint angles. In a tracking task performed by a human, where hand position is the objective, it can be assumed that the coordinates defining the position of the hands are themselves the controlled variables. In this case the UCM is the set of joint configurations keeping the hand in the considered position and orientation P . Notice that the controlled variables should be defined according to the task. Given the kinematic description of the human arm presented in the previous section, the vector P , can be expressed as function of the joint variables q i . For a given value P i of the controlled variables there is a set of variables defining a surface in the space of joints configuration producing that value can be found, in the case we proposed it is the set of joint configurations keeping the hand in the considered position.
After selecting a candidate set of variables, the hypothesis is being verified by means of a comparison of the analysis of variance along the directions of the UCM and the ones orthogonal to it. The hypothesis is verified if a larger variance is obtained on the directions along the UCM. Variance is computed repeating the analyzed movement and aggregating them in specific phases of the motion itself. The UCM is in general a curved surface, hence a linearization is needed in order to compute the variance. The linearization is applied around a given point in joint configurations space q m . Given a kinematic model of human arm we can define this approximation through the Jacobian matrix
∂qi It is possible to define the linearized hand position P L as:
The UCM is then approximated locally by the kernel K(J(q m ) of the Jacobian in the point q m , that is a vector subspace of joint configurations. The joint configurations affecting hand positions, the ones we assumed controlled by the nervous system, are hence approximated by K ⊥ (J(q m )), the directions orthogonal to the Jacobian kernel that is equivalent to the image of the transposed Jacobian Im(J(q m ) T ).
Human Arm Kinematics
Human arm is modeled as a manipulator with seven degrees of freedom: three in the shoulder movement one in the elbow flexion and three in the wrist. This model is represented in figure 1 [5] . The description in 
standard Denavit-Hartenberg convention is reported in Table 1 .
UCM in three Ball Cascade
Several works about the UCM propose an analysis of a reaching task [9] [8] [10] and we may ask if the performer is controlling the position during the tossing task. We may start with the assumption we presented in the previous section taking in account the six degrees of freedom of the hand, in terms of positions and orientations as controlled variables.There are many possible ways to build the Jacobian [4] , in this case we are able to compute it analytically as J real = J arm , that is directly the Jacobian of the human arm model, and J LW J corresponds to the rows of J real associated with the horizontal and the vertical movement, that, as explained in section 1.1 are the ones controlled into the virtual environment.
To evaluate the linear approximation we compute the error it produces over the position of the hand effector as expressed in eq. 2. In figure 2 we plot this error over the displacement from the average point. To compute the variance we take in account just the samples for which the error produced is below two centimeters: most of the sample set lies below this threshold.
Identifying the UCM with the kernel space of arm's Jacobian means linearly approximating it at a point in the joint space. The first step to apply this analysis is to identify the points where to approximate it. Tossing points have been selected for this purpose. Once a set of tosses has been identified a mean joint configuration is found for the set of q toss . This configuration is then used to compute the Jacobian J(q toss ). The linear approximation could be validated, over points q i belonging to the considered set, computing the difference between it and the actual hand position P .
BIO Web of Conferences
The decomposition of variance for joint positions is summarized in table 2. The distribution of variance for position does not support the assumption we made about the set of controlled variables identifying them with the position and the orientation of.
Retrieving a set of Controlled Variables from Data
Since an a priori definition of the controlled variables is not trivial in such a complex task we can reverse the process checking for directions into the joint space bearing most of the variance, then, using the Jacobian of the arm model we can check which is the corresponding set of not controlled variables. We proceed performing a principal components analysis (PCA) on the set of joint variables for both the cases. This way we find seven linearly independent variables associated with different variances. We chose a threshold of 80% of variance to determine which direction can be considered controlled and which uncontrolled. This mean that, once we ordered the principal components by variance, we take the first N elements covering at least the 80% of the variance. The principal components are a linear combination of the original set of joint variables, that we Figure 3 : Configuration of markers adopted to recognize the seven degrees of freedom of the right arm. The three markers on the chest provides a reference for shoulder angles.
express through the matrix C. The selection of components can be expressed by the diagonal matrix S having the component S i,i set to zero if the i th principal component is part of the UCM, and set to one otherwise. Then using the arm Jacobian J arm we may define the task related Jacobian (for the given variance threshold) as:
Acquisition
In order to implement the statistics described into the previous sections joint angles described in section 1.3 are needed. To acquire with precision human arm joints variables a VICON motion tracking system [1] has been used. The VICON system is based on infrared optical technology and it is suited for the acquisition of complex moving objects linked together with specific kinematic constraints. The hardware of such a system comprise several infrared cameras (in our setup a total of Mx20+ 8 cameras have been used for the acquisition) connected to a master unit module and a computer part. A specific software is then capable of recording and analyzing the data acquired from the cameras to obtain a kinematic reconstruction of the tracked subjects.
To detect tosses of the balls we covered juggling balls with reflective materials allowing to acquire the ball motion and detect the exact instant of detach from the user hand.
RESULTS
We applied the procedure described in section 1.4 to both the real juggling and the LWJ data. We set a threshold for the variance fraction of 80%.Firstly we considered joints positions as kinematic variables and we assumed the controlled variables were a subspace of hand position and orientation. As result we obtained
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this work we proposed to identify the controlled variables for a task starting from a PCA of joint variables. We used data from Three ball cascade Juggling as an example.Comparing the ranks of J Real 80% and J
LW J 80%
for the positions we find that the real juggling requires the user to control a space of higher dimension. This procedure finds its application in the context of digital representation of complex human skills [2] , giving an indication on which variables should be taken into account to describe the task.
Our ongoing work on this topic is focused on the definition of a measure of the difference between two different experimentally retrieved UCM, this will give a tool to evaluate differences in behavior during the development of a task in different contexts (e.g. virtual reality and real world). A possible development of this work would be to apply this analysis on other tasks and their associated virtual reality training system, i.e the demonstrators we are producing within the SKILLS project to which LWJ belongs, such as the rowing [7] or industrial maintenance [3] .
